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INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING
OF THE RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS

GHOST RANCH, NEW MEXICO

WELCOME GATHERING 8 June, 1988

The meeting gathered in silence at 7:31 p.m.

Mary Dudley, clerk, called the roll of Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups, of which the
following were represented:

Arizona Half-Yearly Meeting New Mexico Quarterly Meeting
Cochise Albuquerque
Flagstaff Gallup WG
Phoenix Socorro WG
Pima Durango
Tempe El Paso

Gila
Colorado General Meeting Las Cruces

Boulder Santa Fe
Mountain View Taos WG
Fort Collins Las Vegas

Utah Friends Fellowship
Logan
Salt Lake City

Richfield WG

Not present were Friends from the following Worship Groups: Laramie, Rapid City,
Ciearlight, Farmington, Lubbock, and Jackson Hole.

Visitors were welcomed from Haverford PA, Upland CA, Tulsa OK, Portland ME, Orange
Grove CA, Conejo Valley CA, Guatemala City, Mexico City, Oklahoma City Montrily
Meeting, Clarement CA Monthly Meeting, Hill County TX Monthly Meeting, Tyler TX
Preparative Meeting, Baltimore Yearly Meeting, Pacific Yearly Meeting, New England
Yearly Meeting, and Philadelphia Yearly Meeting.

Mary Dudley introduced Yearly Meeting officers and the coordinators of Junior Yearly
Meeting (JYM), who in turn introduced the leaders and locations for each of the
childrens’ groups. Coordinators of Junior and Senior Young Friends were also
introduced. The importance of both children and adults getting to scheduled events on
time was emphasized.

Marbie Brault announced the location of materials for making dolls to be sent to children
in Central America.

Friends were reminded that large numbers make It especially important to care for the
environment of Ghost Ranch.

The meeting closed with silent worship.
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BUSINESS SESSION I 9 June, 1988

The meetIng began with silence at 4:17 p.m.

Phyllis Kirtley, convenor of the Watching Committee, read the epIstle from the Western
Yearly Meeting of Friends Church, Junior High Group.

Mary Dudley announced that Senior Young Friends, in an effort to increase
communication between younger and older Friends, have undertaken to contact daily
their accompanying adult and ask that the move be reciprocated.

1. Committee on Aging Betsy Robinson presented the report (attachment 1).

IMYM 1988—1 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the 1988 report of the
Committee on Aging.

2. Committee on Sufferings Martin Cabin presented the report (attachment 2). The
committee has had no business this year, and Martin’s new responsibilities with FCNL
prevent his continuing to serve on the committee.

IMYM 1988—2 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the 1988 report of the
Committee on Sufferings, and recommends that the committee continue for another
year in anticipation of possible needs for Its services.

3. Environmental Concerns Work Group Shirl Olmstead presented the report
(attachment 3). The convenor, Dick Lang, recommended that the Work Group be
reconstituted if a need be felt.

IMYM 1988—3 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the 1988 report of the
Environmental Concerns Work Group and recommends that the IMYM Work Group be
laid down for the present, but urges Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups to
continue discussion and action at the local level.

4. Nominating Committee Jim Mills presented the report. He explained that at this
Yearly Meeting the committee is seeking a replacement for the convenor of the
Committee on Sufferings.

IMYM 1988—4 Yearly Meeting approves and accepts the report of the Nominating
Corn mittee.

5. Friends Committee on National Legislation Martin Cabin presented the report on
FCNL (attachment 4).

IMYM 1988—5 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the report on FCNL.

6. War Tax Concerns Anne Friend presented the report of the Friends World Committee
for Consultation Committee on War Tax Concerns (attachment 5). She explained that the
work of the committee having been completed, the committee is now being laid down.

IMYM 1988—6 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the report of the FWCC
Committee on War Tax Concerns.

7. Friends Bulletin Shirley Ruth, editor, discussed the content of recent issues and
asked for reactions to the computerization of the production of the Bulletin. She also
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requested that an individual from each Meeting serve as a contact person for promoting
subscriptions and other involvement with Friends Bulletin.

IMYM 1988—7 Yearly Meeting expresses its appreciation for the outstanding quality
of the Friends Bulletin.

8. Continuing Committee Marian Hoge presented a report covering the meetings in
February and at the beginning of Yearly Meeting. The Committee recommended to IMYM
that the Hispanic Culture Committee be laid down (CC 1988—4), that support be continued
for a social worker in Mexico City (CC 1988—9), and that a request from Pima Monthly
Meeting for a sanctuary worker be considered at Yearly Meeting(CC 1988—10).

IMYM 1988—8 Yearly Meeting accepts the suggestion of Continuing Committee to lay
down the Hispanic Culture Committee, and expresses its gratitude to Boulder
Monthly Meeting for the support given to Domingo Ricart.

IMYM 1988—9 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the report of Continuing
Committee.

A meeting to discuss the future of IMYM and its meeting site will be held on Friday at
1:00 p.m. near the cafeteria.

F Salt Lake City Monthly Meeting brought a minute opposing biological warfare research to
/C-l’ the Yearly Meeting, so that it may be considered by Monthly Meetings in preparation for

Q discussion at the Yearly Meeting in 1989 (see Continuing Committee item 23 and CC 1988
Attachment 16).

The minutes of Business Session I were read and approved.

The meeting ended following silence at 5:58 p.m.

BUSINESS SESSION II 10 June, 1988

The meeting gathered in silence at 10:20 a.m.

Phyllis Kirtley read the epistle from London Yearly Meeting with the introduction
addressed to IMYM.

9. Committee to Review the Guide Jim Mills presented the report (attachment 6). He
explained that a new edition of the Guide has been printed and will be distributed to all
members of the Continuing Committee, all Yearly Meeting officers, and all convenors and
clerks of committees. Copies either full—sized or photo—reduced are also generally
available at the price of $1.00.

IMYM 1988—10 Yearly Meeting accepts the Guide with gratitude and approves the
report of the Committee.

Ted Church announced that as the Guide is reviewed every two years further changes
will be forthcoming.

10. BrInton Memorial Visitor Margaret Yarrow spoke to promote attendance at Pendle
Hill and also as the Brinton Memorial Visitor Coordinator (attachment 7). Barbara
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_Ik21
Graves will visit the IMYM area between March 19 and April 30, 1989. Margaret invIted
meetings to contact her during Yearly Meeting to indicate when they would like Barbara —

Graves to visIt. Meetings are responsible for hospitality for Barbara and her companion
during their visits.

—

IMYM 1988—li Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the 1988 report of the Brinton
Memorial Visitor Coordinator.

11. American Friends Service Committee Bill Gross presented the report of the Yearly
Meeting representatives to the Corporation of the AFSC. He informed Friends that the
Committee of Concern on Continuing Relationships between AFSC and IMYM will hold a
session at the yearly meeting.

IMYM 1988—12 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the report of the
Representatives to the AFSC Corporation.

12. Friends World Committee for Consultation Betsy Moen presented the report for the
representatives (attachment 20).

IMYM 1988—13 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves with joy Betsy Moen’s report as
convenor of IMYM representatives to FWCC.

13. Sanctuary work Billie Dreyfus presented a report of a group which met to clarify *issues related to the minute from Pima Monthly Meeting to Continuing Committee
(attachment 9) requesting that the Yearly Meeting support a request to Friends United
Meeting to help find a volunteer to work with the Tucson Refugee Support Group and to
help with finance for the project. Flagstaff and Albuquerque Monthly Meetings have
both pledged individual support for this project. The clerk urged all Friends to make a
special effort to acquaint themselves with the issues involved before the matter is
brought before the Yearly Meeting for full discussion on Saturday. She reminded
Friends that matters are not brought to Yearly Meeting before they have been seasoned
in local meetings. The Pima minute had been presented to Continuing Committee in
February and meetings had been asked to consider the matter so that action could be
taken at Yearly Meeting.

14. Treasurer’s Report Kitty Bejnar presented the report (attachment 11>.

IMYM 1988—14 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the 1988 Treasurer’s report.

15. Casa de los Amigos Donald Campbell explained the work of Casa de los Amigos in
Mexico City, with particular reference to the work of a social worker in helping refugees.
He thanked those Monthly Meetings which have contributed to the support of the social
worker.

f7tWY<

The minutes of Business Session II were read and approved.

The meeting closed following a period of silence at 11:49 a.m.
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BUSINESS SESSION III 11 June, 1988

The meeting began with silence at 10:19 a.m.

Phyllis Kirtley read the epistle from Illinois Yearly Meeting.

Mary Dudley read a message from Senior Young Friends, expressing gratitude for the
visit of Ed and Anne Bronner, and the reminder that so many early Friends made
important contributions when they were young.

Tom Vaughn requested ideas from Friends concerning the interpretation of war and
peace issues at battlefields managed by the National Park Service, for possible use at a
conference on the subject.

16. Western Friends Gathering Virginia Heck, representative of Pacific Yearly Meeting,
reported that her Yearly Meeting felt a need to be attached to a group of western
Friends. Friends in that Yearly Meeting haye over the past three years attended
meetings of many Friend& groups in the area and representatives had been charged to
attend the Yearly Meetings of the five western yearly meetings. No fixed ideas have
been formed but there is a deep concern that some gathering would be worthwhile. She
asked that a representative be appointed by IMYM to attend an exploratory meeting,
possibly in Portland. Pacific Yearly Meeting would be prepared to help financially in
sending a representative from IMYM to such an exploratory meeting.

IMYM 1988—15 Yearly Meeting approves the idea of sending a representative to a
meeting to explore a western gathering of Friends, and asks the Nominating
Committee to seek that representative.

17. Religious Education Committee Suzanne Brown presented the report (attachment 8).

IMYM 1988—16 Yearly Meeting approves and accepts the 1988 report of the
Religious Education Committee.

18. Sanctuary work Mary Dudley read the minute from Pima Monthly Meeting
(attachment 9) requesting financial assistance for support of a volunteer from Quaker
Volunteer Witness, to support sanctuary services along the U.S.—Mexico border. Copies
of the minute were sent to all Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups, which were asked,
along with Regional Meetings, to consider the matter prior to Yearly Meeting
(CC 1988—10). Several Monthly Meetings have minuted support for the concept but are
unable to provide financial assistance. Albuquerque and Flagstaff Monthly Meetings
have agreed to provide contributions from individuals in support of the project. Concern
was expressed about Yearly Meeting’s obligations should the volunteer need legal
services as a consequence of the sanctuary work. Friends indicated that a volunteer for
such work must have sufficient commitment to understand and be willing to accept the
possible consequences of sanctuary work. Further, past experience indicates that legal
assistance for a volunteer would very likely develop when needed. Other experience
indicates that contributions for the support of a volunteer for sanctuary work would
have tax—exempt status.

IMYM 1988—17 Yearly Meeting endorses the project proposed by Pima Monthly
Meeting to sponsor a volunteer for sanctuary work, and requests Regional Meetings
to raise the necessary funds from individual contributions. The Treasurer of IMYM
is authorized to receive contributions from constituent Meetings and from other
sources.

19. Committee of Concern for AFSC Elise Boulding presented the report of the
Committee of Concern on Continuing Relationship between AFSC and IMYM
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(attachment 10). She thanked Yearly Meeting for its support and reported that the group
is ready for another year’s work.

IMYM 1988—18 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves wIth great appreciation the
1988 report of the Committee of Concern on Continuing Relationship between AFSC
and IMYM; it requests that the Nominating Committee appoint a Young Friend to the
Continuing Committee of Consultation on Youth Opportunities, and that Monthly
Meetings and Worship Groups appoint contact persons to AFSC and the Committee of V

Concern. Yearly Meeting approves the principle of the Hinshaw Visitation Program
and requests that Continuing Committee work with the Committee of Concern on
implementing the program.

The minutes of Business Session III were read and approved.

The meeting adjourned with silence at 11:56 a.m.

Business Session III resumed In silence at 1:13p.m.

Phyllis KIrtley read the epistle from Netherlands Yearly Meeting.

20. Finance Committee The 1989 proposed budget and report of the Finance Committee
were presented by Ted Church, clerk of the committee (attachments 11 and 12). In
clarification of note (b) of the budget, the amount for Young Friends has been reduced to
correspond to past expenditures, not because of the existence of the Tim Shaw Fund.
The proposed budget does not require an increase in the annual assessment.

IMYM 1988—19 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the 1989 proposed budget.

IMYM 1988—20 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the 1988 report of the Finance
Corn mittee.

21. Sanctuary work The Clerk announced that Friends wishing to support the Pima
Monthly Meeting Volunteer Witness Program should earmark their contributions for the
Pima Monthly Meeting Volunteer Witness and send them to the Treasurer of the Yearly
Meeting, Kitty Bejnar.

22. Pmerican Friends Service Committee

IMYM 1988—21 Yearly Meeting requests that Elise Boulding should be the second
IMYM representative to the AFSC Corporation Meeting.

23. Friends General Conference Mary Dudley read a letter from Colorado General
Meeting, requesting that IMYM send a letter to Friends General Conference, indicating
that Friends in IMYM would welcome a Friends General Conference gathering in our
region some time in the future.

IMYM 1988—22 Yearly Meeting approves sending a letter to FGC welcoming them to
hold a gathering in the IMYM region.

24. IMYM Future Becky Schroeder presented the report of a threshing meeting held to
examine the problems posed by the growth of IMYM (attachment 13).

IMYM 1988—23 Yearly Meeting accepts the report from the threshing meeting, and
asks Continuing Committee to Initiate whatever action is needed to make a decision
on the future of IMYM and its meeting site, including the formation of a smaller
committee to consider long—range plans. This committee should include
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representation from all regions and from Young Friends, and should report to
Continuing Committee.

The minutes of the continuation of Business Session III were read and approved.

The meeting closed following silence at 2:45 p.m.

FINAL GATHERING 12 June, 1988

The meeting gathered in silence at 1:20 a.m.

25. Junior Yearly Meeting Connie Gould presented the report (attachment 14)

IMYM 1988—24 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves the report of Junior Yearly
Meeting, with deep appreciation to the coordinators and other leaders.

26. Junior Young Friends Chris Travers presented the report (attachment 15)

IMYM 1988—25 Yearly Meeting gratefully accepts the report of Junior Young
Friends.

27. Senior Young Friends Ben Marcus read the epistle and Marion Bowers presented the
report (attachments 16 and 17).

IMYM 1988—26 Yearly Meeting accepts the report and approves the epistle of Senior
Young Friends.

28. Quaker Youth Pilgrimage Maggie Gould gave an account of her journey to Europe with
the FWCC Quaker Youth Pilgrimage. She thanked the Yearly Meeting for enabling her to
participate in the pilgrimage.

29. Registrar’s Report Judith Munyon presented the report (attachment 18).

IMYM 1988—27 Yearly Meeting accepts and approves with gratitude the Registrar’s
report.

30. Epistle Phyllis Kirtley, convenor of the Watching Committee, read the 1988 epistle
(attachment 19). Other members of the committee were Suzanne Taylor, Chula
Morel—Seytoux, Mary Hey, Alicya Malik, and Mike Travers.

IMYM 1988—28 Yearly Meeting approves the Epistle to be sent to Friends
throughout the world.

IMYM 1988—29 Yearly Meeting requests the Clerk to convey to the administration
and staff of Ghost Ranch our gratitude for their hospitality and patience in the face
of our unexpected large numbers.

The minutes of the final gathering were read and approved.

The meeting continued with silent worship.

Mary Dudley, Clerk
Bob and Carrol Pearson, Recording Clerks
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CONTINUING COMMITTEE SESSION I 7 June, 1988

The meeting opened with silence at 2:05 p.m.

Present were Marion Bowers, Ray Seavers, Billie Dreyfuss, Jean Roath, Blame Nelson,
Jim Mills, Bill Charland, Nancy Stockdale, Josephine Coats, Alicya Malik, Robina Bland,
Bettie Ray, Margaret Yarrow, Jane Scott, Dick Walker, Betty Herring, Russ Fish, Ted
Church, Dave Healey, Suzanne Brown, Sara Keeney, Mary Dudley, Marian Hoge, Bob
Pearson, Carrol Pearson, Ruth Hatcher, and Becky Schroeder.

Marian Hoge, Clerk of Continuing Committee, welcomed FrIends. As few were present,
the roll call was postponed.

19. Treasurer’s Report The report was circulated (IMYM 1988 attachment 11). Kitty
Bejnar, Treasurer, and Ted Church, Clerk of the Finance Committee, will be available to
answer questions, but were occupied during the meeting. Marian Hoge reported that the
section labelled “contributions” indicated services provided to the Yearly Meeting. The
net operating loss reported indicates only a drawing down of unallocated funds, not
deficit budgeting. No more than 30% of these funds would be used for balancing the
budget in any one year. The unallocated funds already have been drawn down almost to
the level thought to be safe. It had been proposed to increase the registration fee for
Yearly Meeting, but this had been overlooked. Extra money needed to pay the Junior
Yearly Meeting consultant will come from the unusually high number of registration fees
and the contingency fund.

CC 1988—23 Continuing Committee approves the Treasurer’s report.

20. Committee to Review the Guide Jim Mills reported that the revised Guide will be
ready for distribution during Yearly Meeting. The committee will meet during Yearly
Meeting to continue its business.

CC 1988—24 Continuing Committee accepts the report of the Committee to Review
the Guide and expresses its appreciation for the work of the committee.

21. Worship Sharing Josephine Coats reported that she and Jean Roath, as convenors
for worship sharing, had managed to find sufficient leaders. They had received great
help from the Registrar in putting participants into groups, and have planned an
orientation meeting for leaders.

22. Interest Groups Although Elisabeth Simon and Florence Stamler have not yet arrived
at Yearly Meeting, arrangements for interest groups have been completed (CC 1988
attachment 15).

23. Biological Warfare Mariari Hoge distributed a minute on biological warfare from Salt
Lake City Monthly Meeting (CC 1988 attachment 16). The Meeting intends to distribute
the minute and additional background materials to Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups
and to ask IMYM to consider a minute on this subject next year.
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24. Sanctuary work Marian Hoge asked for reports on the issues raised by the minute
from Pima Monthly Meeting (CC 1988 attachments 9 and 10 and IMYM 1988 attachment 9).
The matter was discussed by New Mexico Quarterly Meeting, but no minute was
developed, Friends asking Monthly Meetings to examine the issue. Albuquerque Monthly
Meeting sent a minute to the Quarterly Meeting offering financial support for the
project. Individuals in Flagstaff Monthly Meeting are also prepared to support the
project. Friends in Gila, El Paso, Cochise, and Las Cruces Monthly Meetings support the
idea of the project, but are unable to make a financial commitment. Meetings in Colorado
have not discussed the matter formally, but a feeling was expressed that the concept
would meet with support but financial commitments would be unlikely. Alicya Malik of
Pima Monthly Meeting explained how the concern arose in the Meeting. Friends United
Meeting was seen as a source of volunteers. As there seemed to be confusion about the
job description for the volunteer, and other concerns, it was suggested that clarification
be sought from Barbara Elfbrandt and Pat Corbett, and that those seeking this
clarification report to the business session on Saturday, if possible with a proposed
minute. Billie Dreyfuss and Blame Nelson volunteered for this effort. It was felt
essential that they be joined by Friends from Albuquerque and Pima Monthly Meetings.
It was proposed that the minute from Pima Monthly Meeting be read at the business
session on Thursday so that informed discussion could be held on Saturday.

25. Junior Yearly Meeting Sara Keeney reported for the coordinators that unusually
large numbers of children have necessitated changes of location and the employment of
an additional person to work with pre—school children in the morning. The expenditure
on the program is considerably greater than originally budgeted. Sara emphasized the
desireabulity of people signing up well in advance for helping with JYM. An informal
evaluation of JYM will be undertaken by the coordinators.

26. Junior/Senior Young Friends Marion Bowers reported that 53 Senior Young Friends
and 25 Junior Young Friends have registered. Senior Young Friends wish to explore
avenues to bring adults and Young Friends closer together. Maggie Gould has been
asked to report to Yearly Meeting on the Quaker Youth Pilgrimage in 1987.

27. IMYM Future Marian Hoge expressed a concern about the effects of the growing size
of Yearly Meeting. This year’s registration of 596 means that nearly 100 participants
may reside outside Ghost Ranch, but not pay for the use of ranch facilities during the
day. The ranch administration normally limits the number of guests to 350 at one time.
Such options as dividing Yearly Meeting or restricting attendance need to be considered,
along with ways of providing for the expanding children’s program. Marian requested
that Monthly Meetings and Worship Groups brainstorm and present all proposals to
Continuing Committee. If time allows, a threshing session on the topic may be held
during Yearly Meeting.

The meeting ended at 3:57 p.m. after a moment of silence.
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CONTINUING COMMITTEE SESSION II 11 June, 1988

The meeting opened with silence at 9:00 p.m.

Present were Ruth Larson Hatcher, Marie Andrew, Deneen Crandell, Marie Clark, Jean
Roath, Thomas Carr, Robina Bland, Margaret Yarrow, Gail Jackson, Suzanne Taylor,
Alicya Malik, Tony Umile, Betty Herring, Ted Church, Jane Scott, Josephine Coats, Al
Hoge, Elizabeth Church, Nancy Stockdale, Dick Walker, Cliff Pfeil, Dan Elliott, Richard
Shafer, Shin Olmstead, Becky Schroeder, Elisabeth Simon, Bettie Ray, Rosemary Ann
Blanchard, Susan Dahi, Manian Hoge, Mary Dudley, Bob Pearson, and Carrol Pearson.

The minutes of the first session of Continuing Committee were read and approved.

28. Nominating Committee Jim Mills presented the report. Jonathan Taylor has agreed
to be considered as convenor for the Committee on Sufferings. The Nominating
Committee has agreed to bring forth to the February meeting of Continuing Committee
the name of a Senior Young Friend as the IMYM representative to the Continuing
Committee of Consultation for Youth Opportunities (IMYM 1988—18). Senior Young
Friends have been asked to find an older member of the group to serve on thIs
committee. Six persons have volunteered to serve as representatives for the proposed
exploratory meeting about the desireability for holding a gathering of western Friends
(IMYM 1988—15). Nancy Stockdale and Nancy Taylor have agreed to be the official
representatives; one will have travel paid by IMYM and the other by Pacific Yearly
Meeting.

CC 1988—25 Continuing Committee approves the nominations and report of the
Nominating Committee with thanks for the expeditious way in which the tasks have
been completed.

29. Sanctuary work The minute was read from Yearly Meeting concerning a volunteer to
work with the Pima Monthly Meeting (IMYM 1988 attachment 9; IMYM 1988—17). Friends
were reminded that contributions should be sent to the IMYM Treasurer earmarked for
the Pima Monthly Meeting Quaker Volunteer Witness.

30. IMYM Future Some of the options for dealing with the size and site of Yearly
Meeting for 1989 were discussed (IMYM 1988 attachment 13; IMYM 1988—23). Arguments
in favor of returning to Ghost Ranch included the possibility of camping and relatively
low cost, the emphasis on worship and fellowship possible in this setting, and the
problems associated with organizing Yearly Meeting in a new setting on short notice. A
college campus, such as Fort Lewis College in Durango, CD, would have the advantage of
allowing all those wishing to attend Yearly Meeting to do so.

CC 1988—26 Continuing Committee accepts the suggestion that Yearly Meeting 1989
be held at Ghost Ranch.
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A return to Ghost Ranch implIes the necessity for limiting attendance at Yearly Meeting
to a total of 425, as requested by the administration of Ghost Ranch. The task of
devising a method for limiting attendance, as well as making long—range plans, can be
assigned to the committee to be formed for the latter purpose. The following were
proposed as members of the committee:

Andy Gottlieb, Tony Umile, Suzanne Taylor: Colorado General Meeting
Andrea Wilson, Jim Mills, Blame Nelson, Ruth Hatcher: New Mexico Quarterly

Meeting
Jessica Miller, Russ Fish or Claire Leonard, Tom Schroeder: Utah Friends

Fellowship
Wenonah Rollingearth, Tom Carr, Becky Schroeder, Convenor: Arizona Half—Yearly

Meeting

CC 1988—27 Continuing Committee approves the formation of the committee and
requests that it decide whether or not a called meeting of Continuing Committee is
necessary In the autumn.

31. Ghost Ranch A concern was expressed that participants in Yearly Meeting should be
encouraged, perhaps with specific instructions, to take greater care of the environment
and facilities of Ghost Ranch.

32. Yearly Meeting The dates of June 7 to 11 are proposed for Yearly Meeting 1989.

33. Epistles The Clerk reported that many individual Friends have asked for copies of
the epistles read during Yearly Meeting. Continuing Committee asked the Watching
Committee to take responsibility for distributing copies of these epistles to Friends
requesting them. Friends receiving the copies will be responsible for the costs of
duplicating and mailing.

The minutes of the second session of Continuing Committee were read and approved.

The meeting ended with a moment of silence at 10:32 p.m.

Marian Hoge, Clerk of Continuing Committee
Carrol and Bob Pearson, Recording Clerks
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Committee on Aqeing

Gila Friends Meeting: Sherryl Phillips, Harry and Florence Stamler, Betsy Robinson,
Ruth Banks, Dorothy Ried

The Committee met twice for good eats, visiting and friendship and even to discuss
the business at hand. A ten minute report was made to the Meeting —— mostly äf
activities planned in the future. A lawyer is scheduled to come to the Meeting to advise
us on wills. We will also discuss with him privately on a committee level the huge folder
of material we have from the Hemlock Society. There is a great interest and we have had
much discussion about the “right to die”. As of now we have avoided seeking advice from
the several doctors In Meeting. The Committee on Ageing has provided forms which list
children and family and we hope to settle on the choice of a form for “living will” to be
distributed to those who want them.

Our committee feels that we will have more to report after several more meetings.
We think that having information on costs of cremation In Silver City, Demming,
Albuquerque is enough —— it is now time to think of aspects of ageing other than dying.
We have assigned ourselves the pleasant task of reading “Your Second Life” which might
give us some ideas to expand the scope of the Ageing Committee.

As of May, we changed our name to “Gila Monsters”. We have started a program of
vIsiting elders who have difficulties getting out. We hope to do this on a monthly basis.

Harry Stamler
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IMYM COMMITTEE ON SUFFERINGS
REPORT TO YEARLY MEETING, 1988

1. During the past year, the Committee on Sufferings had no major
business to conduct.

2. Two attenders at the Albuquerque Meeting were involved in legal
problems regarding involvement with Central American refugees. A meeting
in Albuquerque of the convenor of COS and the Albuquerque members of the
Committee assessed the situation as one that could be dealt with by the
community without assistance from the Yearly Meeting: no further action by
the Committee was called for or taken. This did alert us to the need to be
quite clear as to what distinctions, if any, should be made between members
and attenders with regard to the responsibilities of COS. Pending correction
by IMYM it was determined that responsibility would include such attenders
as were actively involved in the life of the Meeting--a determination that
should be made by the Meeting requesting assistance.

3. There has been some slight modification in the COS membership, as
reported in February to the Continuing Committee.

4. Martin Cobin has continued as convenor of COS since no interim
replacement was made but, as of the time of the IMYM gathering, will cease
membership on the Committee because of his responsibilities as the new
Western Field Secretary of Friends Committee on National Legislation.

5. In the past year, the convenor of COS was able to meet with Friends
in Colorado Springs, Colorado and Lubbock, Texas and draw attention to the
work of the Committee on Sufferings: neither of these groups is currently
represented by a member on the Committee.

6. In essence, the Committee has functioned this past year much in
the fashion of a fire fighting crew--on the alert and prepared to respond if
called upon and content that no emergencies set off the alarm system.

Submitted on behalf of COS
Martin Cobin, Convenor
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REPORT TO flIYM: ENVIROtWPAL CONCERNS

Since the 1987 Yearly ?teeting, the Envlrornntal Con
cerns Work Group has continued to encourage and re:eive
cornunications on the question of our relations: ip to envi—
rcnmental concerns. These have come from neetinzs and indi
viduals in Arizona, Colorado, and New Mexico. Although they
have been relatively few in number, and no new oeres or
extensive commentaries on the 1986 INTh minute (1985—35)
have been receIved since the first half of 1987, the letters,
post cards, and telephone conversatIons do provide a body
of Infonzation of interest to this meeting.

At present, there appears to be no real agreement on
the ways in whIch FMends, as a group, “can be most faith—
fuJ. to t:ie directIons of the Spirit in choosing appropriate
actIons” on culturally—based ecoloplcal damage. for is there
a broad concensus on either the importance or urgency of this
“Issue”, as it has frequently been ter’ted. While there exists
confusion and difference over what one wrIter reffered to as“a spirItual basis of reverence for the earth”, correspond
ing Friends generally recon1ze (as I have prevIousiy noted
—— 6/11/a?) “a sacramental q’iality that threads through the
whole of life; sees the spiritual dioenson of evirornenta1
stewardship, and holds conscientious environmental protection
to be reiirious action, re1iIously insired”. Stu!’-, conten—
p1atcn, aiid discussion rema!n strong characteristics of
activity cantered on this topic within our meetings.

Each reeting is’manlfestlng its testimony and witness
to the ways in whIch we can “become better stewards of theearth, a:d partners with God in caring for all of creation”
in its ot special ways. These range from in:Ividual to groun
action; shared, environmentally centered, experiences; in
ternal and external education projects; the form2tion of
active FrIends in Unity with Nature cor_’-iittees; and studIes
ranging from the philosophical to the historical and invne—
diately practical.

Cle&rly, I?tI)1 Friends have only benm a process of great
significarLce, complexity, and sensitivity, that I expect will
span more than one generation of thIs Yearly ?‘eeting. Let ushope and pray for its success in whatever form that will take.

If D4YM sees a continuing need for the Work Group, we
recor.end that it be reconstituted through a call for new
volunteers, and that the functions of the Work Group be re
defined in terms of perceived current needs.

Richard W. Lang
Convenor
Environmental Concerns Work Group, D4YM
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REPORT TO IKTh

‘Remember your responsibility as citizens for the

government of your ovn town and country. Study the

causes of social evils. 7ork for an order of

society based on mutual service and directed beyond

all material ends to the true enrichment of human

lives... -

General Advices, 1928, Christian Faith & Practice
in the Exoerience of the Society of Friends
LondorYearly Meeting of Friends

Every six years FCNL’s General Committee gathers together in a common

search to review, update and strengthen the basic statement of FCNL policy,

which gides all the york of staff and volunteers. It is a job crucial to the

life and growth of the FCNL because it is a purposeful expression of Quaker

faitn anc action, More than 200 indivicual Friens, representing 22 Yearly

Meetings and allied Quaker organizations, participated in the FCNL Annual

Meeting in 1987. In preparation for this November event, Friends Meetings

across th country were invited to provide writ ten input for consideration by

the General Committee. All decisIons were taken by Quaker consensus.

The Statement of Legislative Policy which grew from this procebs will

serve as the foundation from which FCRL will approach its witness in our

nation’s capital for the next six years. The energy’ and dedication irwested

by the General Committee in this search were inspiring and challenging for all

who participated in or .‘itnessed the process. Completion of the Statement was

e& c world free cf wor cd re :,rec of wor
e seek c scceyw: ecu’ cdjrce ‘or cli

‘e see- ::—r-ry %‘.“e’e e.ery perscns pcrer.:ci rroy oe ffiiec
‘e seek c- ec- resorec

FENDS C0MiTTEE ON NATIONAL LEGISLATION
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the major item of business for the FCNL in 1987. It was circulated as the

January 1988 issue of the FCNL ‘ashington Nevsletter. Members and attenders

of IMY} Yearly Meeting are encouraged to write directly to the FCNL

for their ersonal copy of the new Statement of Legislative Policy.

n€rg and dedication are also good words to describe the efforts of FCNL

staff in 1987. A quick survey of domestic issues addressed by staff includes

concerns on the buaget, welfare reform, minimum wage legislatton, a family anc

medical leave act, federal health benefits, immigration and naturalization

detention centers, problems with current immigration laws, redress for

Japanese-Americans interned during world ar I1, hornelessness including

homeless mentally ill people, voter registration, violence on TV, educational

benefits for ?eac& Corps volunteers, selective service, conscientious refusal

of ayment of war taxes, and farm issues!

Again in 1967 health care for Native Americans was a major concern of

FCNL’s special project on Indian affairs. An FCNL letter in support of the

Indian health bill went to the entire Senate. On another topic, FCNL

suomitted a statement to the Senate Select Committee on Incan Atfairs at the

Committee’s February 1987 meeting. Legislation before the Committee would

assist :r:es in getting skeletal remains and sacred objects returned from

museums and other institutions. FCNL’s statement in support of the

legislation was mentioned by the bill’s chief sponsor, Senator Melcher of

Montana, in his opening remarks.

A full time volunteer aided FCNL’s lobbying effort in 1987, working on

farm debt restructure and forgiveness, interest rate reduction, and other

forms of assistance vhih would enable many smaller farms to continue

operation.



Our legislative ac on program continues to grow, 4-3

alerts nailed during the year, inc.reased use of our legislative update

telephone tape (202-547-343), a second printing of 20,000 conies of our

popular flyer “How to write Members of Congress and the President,’ and a -

revised edition of “How to Visit a Member of Congress.”

in international areas, 1987 was an exciting year for FCNL. An INF

trety signed by the President of the United States and the General Secretary.

of the USSR provided hope and movement toward even more meaningful arms

reductions. FCNL’s persistent lobbying over the years was one element which

led to an increase in communication and exchanges between the peoples of the

United States and the USSR. This had a positive impact on the movement for

real arms reouction. in April, rCNL participated in a personal appeal to the

President, urging him to reach an agrement banning intermediate range

missiles in Europe. Co-signed by FCNL and 13 additional religiously based

agencies or arms control organizations, the letter concluded with the positive

suggestion: “Your presidency has a unique opportunity to go down in history

as the tine during which we and the Soviet Union turned the corner toward

peace on this planet. e beseech you to provide the leadership to bring this

to pass.” -

On three occasions, FCNL was the temporary headquarters for allied

groups. The British Committee for Nuclear Disarmament used the FCNL building

for two extended periods to assess the impact of British thinking on the

United States Congress and vice-versa. In the latter half of 1987,. an ad-hoc

group working for free speech rights for Palestinians used the FCNL as its

base to lobby the Congress to keep the 7ahington Palestine Information Office

open. Early in 1988, to trauma surgeons with experience in Nicaragua and
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Afghanistan used the FCNL office for a lobbying effort in favor of a

children’s hospital in Nicaragua and against military aid to the contras.

In 987, a productive relationship between the FCNL and the world Bank

resulted in a tangibc expression of confidence and support. The world Bank

invited FCNL to act as consultant and coordinator for an important dialogue

between a number of non-governmental organizations (NOOs) and the Bank.

Tensions between toe Bank and the NGOs had been builoing for a number of years

over the impact of Bank policies upon poor people and the environment,

especially in Third or1d countries where development projects were funded by

the Bank. FCNL staff conducted the research for the project, produced a

cezinitive paper outlinng the problems, and suggested actions and results

acceptable to both toe Bank and toe agencies concerned. ihs success vll play

a special role in FCNL’s continuing ability to relate to the Bank and to lobby

effeczi’ely for more constructive international development policies.

The FCNL is an organization which cares enough to act. But its actions

are also a reflection of your caring and sharing, so that the gifts from IHYM

are an integral part of the FCNL witness in ashzngton. For those girts, and

the prayers which come with them, we send appreciation, gratitude and an

invitation to continue and to expand both.

7
Edward F. Snyder
Executive Secretary

EFS:ld
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June 3, 1988

To: Clerks of Intermountyain, North Pacific and North
Pacific Yearly Meetings

From: Anne Friend

Subject: Friends Committee on War Tax Concerns

The March report said almost all of it, so this one will be
short.

Thanks to the generosity of many Friends, the handbook,
Military Taxes and Conscience, is at the printers. Copies
will not be available at Intermountain Yearly Meeting, but
an introductory reception is planned at Friends General
Conference the first week in July, so it should be possible
to have them at the other two yearly meeting sessions.

The even better news is that the introductory price will be
only $5.00. I hope the lower price will make it possible
for many meetings to use it as the basis for group
discussions of the topics covered.

Committee members have been asked to attend FGC, if
possible, and I plan to go. I expect to be at Intermountain
and Pacific Yearly Meetings and had planned to go to North
Pacific the first week in July. There is no way I can get
the time off to get to both PYM and NPYM, but the original
schedule works for FCC.

FWCC Section of the Americas accepted the FCWTC minute
summarized in the March report. Some committee members
reported getting more favorable comments on laying the
committee down than on finishing the books. Staff (Linda
Coffin) will stay on until July 15 to fill initial orders,
see to final editing and publishing of the Employer’s Manual
and attend FCC. After that, FWCC will take over
distribution of the books and other assets, if any. At this
point, it looks as if we will do a little better than break
even.

And that is it. Thank you all again.

The book is good. I believe it is one that almost all of us
will be glad to have had a part in producing. Read it.
Discuss it. Share it with your friends. Then re-read the
chapter on testing concerns and act as the Spirit moves.
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Expense report, May, 1989 FC:WTI:: meet inq.

E:penses are hiqher than previously be’:ause in order ti: save
$300. 00 on the plane fare, I had ti: qo to Dull as and pay f’:’r
lodqi nq one niqht . I have alec’ i ri: luded the ‘:‘:‘st ‘:f our
ccl ebrat ion dinner

Travel
Plane fare $239.00
Airport bus 12.00
Ta>i ti: airport 3. (JO

Lodji nq
Da\’is FI’:’uee 5/9 18.00
9ed d3r. 5/9 20.00

Dinner 5/8

Total

H E 1 f c’ f t cit a 1 $1 64. 50

Yearly meetinq share $ 54.93

My new address is;

Anne Friend
2643 9. (enwci:,d Ave.
Los Anqel es CA 3o007
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REPORT OF IMYM COMMITTEE TO REVIEW THE GUIDE

The committee has prepared for distribution a 1988 edition of
the Guide for the Operations of IMYM as approved by Continuing
Committee in February.

This new edition includes changes previously approved by IMYM.
Suggestions for further revision were solicited from people
with administrative responsibilities during the period 1985-
87. The entire guide was reviewed by the committee for
completeness and clarity.

The 1988 edition:
1. Establishes a Coordinator of Operations to prepare

program and registration materials and to coordinate on-site
logistics at yearly meeting, under the Registrar’s oversight.

2. Establishes an IMYM Nominating Committee.
3. Lays down, by omission, the inactive Hispanic Culture

Committee, with the understanding that a similar committee can
be reformed if need and interest arise.

4. Lays down the position of Young Friends Regional Meeting
Adviser.

5. Incorporates descriptions of Junior Young Friends, the
Aging, Sufferings, and Religious Education committees, and the
EarlharnSchcol of Religion liaison as previously approved by
I MYM.

6 Develops job descriptions for the Guide committee.
convenors of worship sharing and interest groups, the
reporter, and the booksales support group.

The purpose of the Guide is to describe how to carry out the
many organizational functions that IMYM Friends have adopted.
As such, the Guide continually evolves. The Committee to
Review the Guide continues to welcome suggestions for needed
rev is i ens.

June 10, 1988 Committee to Review the Guide
Jim Mills Convener
Ted Church
Francis McAllister
Jan Miller
Norma Price
Anne White
Ed Wood
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THE BRINTON VISITATION PROGRAM

The spring of 1989 will be Intermountain Yearly Meeting’s
time to be nurtured by a visit from Barbara Graves, the current
Brinton Visitor.

There follows a statement of the origin and purpose of the
program:

Howard and Anna Brinton were instrumental in initiating the
Pacific Coast Association of Friends in 1931. In 1947 Pacific
Yearly Meeting grew from the Association and more recently two
other Yearly Meetings developed from Pacific: North Pacific and
Intermountain. The nurturing role of the Brintons is commemorated
in the Brinton Visitor Program. A joint committee of Pacific,
North Pacific, and Intermountain Yearly Meetings invites a person
or a couple to visit within the Yearly Meeting areas every two
years and covers the expenses by a fund which needs annual replen
ishment. Local expenses are handled by local meetings and worship
groups. People chosen are experienced, warm, articulate Friends
with the ability to further nurture the wide variety of Friends
in our Yearly Meetings.

Local groups select topics from several offered by the visitors.
The topics usually revolve around elements of Quaker faith and tes
timonies, but the visitors may have special social and internation
al experience to share. Small and remote worship groups should be
favored in planning travel.

And now an introduction to Barbara Graves, and a list of the
areas in which she is prepared to dialogue with you. From her
very extensive life experiences, you may want to tap other subjects:

Barbara Graves served with the American Red Cross in Europe
throughout World War II and received the Bronze Star for that
service as Director of Air Force Resthomes. Last September,
forty—odd years later, she dropped her medal at the Vietnam Memor
ial as a protest of North American war against the government of
Nicaragua.

Complicity in World War II required Barbara to turn her life
toward a commitment to peace, or as it came to her at the time, to
spend her life in the constructive use of her energies in creating
a better world. Through five years of service as Head of the AFSC
Mission in Germany after the War, Barbara became a Friend and a
member of Radnor Meeting outside Philadelphia. In due course, she
served as Clerk of Ministry and Worship, and then as Clerk of the
Meeting. Since moving to California, she has been active in the
development of Strawberry Creek Meeting, has been Clerk of that
Meeting, and is currently Clerk of the Peace and Social Order Com
mittee.

Barbar’s personal career during the years has been first as
a psychiatric social worker and later as a mental health consul
tant and program administrator. She retired from the University
of California at Berkeley as Director of Field Studies. In
Barbara’s view, her life as a Quaker and as a professional in the
“helping services” present one pattern: the living inwardly and
outwardly of a commitment to be “as good a Quaker as I’m able,
in the world as itis.” Barbara is presently Acting Executive
Secretary of the AFSC in San Francisco.
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Barbara Graves will be traveling amongst us as a Friendly
Visitor prepared to facilitate sharings on whatever problems
and/or opportunities for growth Friends are wanting to think
through with a seasoned Friend, experienced in consultation
among Friends. Areas in which Barbara can be expected to have
some perspective from her years of experience would include:

1. The “good order” of Friends.
2. Deepening our spiritual lives, individually and collectively.
3. Translating our Quakerism into social action.
4. Our Quaker heritage as a prophetic religion: Is it

relevant today?

We are alerting you now, so that at Continuing Committee
meeting next February you will be prepared to receive the time
span of her visit with you.

Margaret Yarrow is coordinating this program. Her address
is 3211 S. Cherry St., Denver, CO 80222. Her telephone number
is (303) 757—5052.
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REPORT OF THE RELIGIOUS EDUCATION COMMITTEE

IMYM, June, 1988

The Religious Education Committee met twice this week with
three of four delegated regional representatives and other
interested attenders joining in.

For our first year, we have as our goals:

1. To publish a newsletter quarterly, with the first issue
to come out August, 1988. The newsletter is to share information
on religious education materials and ideas to be used in local
meetings.

2. Members of the committee ill coordinate workshops or
interest groups on religious education at regional meetings.

3. Members of the committee will engage in outreach
activities to promote local religious education leadership.

Suzanne Brown
Convenor
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Minute from Pima Meeting to IMYM Continuing Committee
concerning the request to FUM for assignment
of a QVW volunteer for sanctuary services

Sanctuary services in the Arizona-Sonoran borderlands
have been grea.tly aided by volunteers who have come to us
through the Presbyterians’ Volunteer in Mission program and
through a special program oi Swarthrnore College. Providers
of sanctuary services here have also had occasion to learn
that it can be a costly mistake to recruit volunteers who
are haphazardly selected and inadequately oriented.

Quaker Volunteer Witness is a tested and fully
functional program for recruiting and placing volunteers for
Quaker service. As covered in the enclosed request to QVW,
Pima Meeting plans to host a QVW volunteer for sanctuary
services. To do so, we must find financial aid. Will IMYM
help to organize support?

Currently, members of the Pima Gila, and Friends
Southwest Center meetings are exploring ways to increase
their readiness for joint border actions. Because the chief
Mexican Immigration roadblock on Mexico’s Pacific highway
has recently been moved from Benjamin Hill south to
Mazatlan, the central highway to Chihuahua has become a much
safer way for refugees to reach Aqua Prieta, Noqales, or
other places to the west. Just now, Quakers may constitute
the only network along the border from El Paso to Nogales
with the experience in joint border actions that is needed
to integrate New Mexico/Chihuahuan and Arizona/Sonoran
sanctuary services. For this reason, a QVW volunteer for
sanctuary services would probably be working closely with
several meetings in Arizona and New Mexico--and possibly
along the California/Baja border as well.

There is also an urgent need among Quakers in the
United States to develop a way to facilitate Quaker service,
and QVW has established a promising foundation for doing so.
According to the QVW Handbook, volunteers are expected to be
‘Tcomrnitted to faith in the living Christ,” thereby excluding
Quakers who are not professing Christians, so many of us
could not as yet consider QV to be an adequate foundation
for fully united Quaker service. But joining to provide
sanctuary may open a way.
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APPROVED, 2-]4-88
Minute from Pima Friends Meeting

to request a Quaker Volunteer Witness assignment
from the QVW program of Friends United Meeting

(following the outline of the QVW Handbook, Part 5)

1. Pima Friends Meeting requests a QVW volunteer to help with the
sanctuary services of the Tucson refugee support group (Trsg) and
to facilitate joint sanctuary services by Quakers in the
borderlands of Arizona/Sonora and New Mexico/Chihuahua. This
would also involve outreach to other faith communities on or near
the border from Yuma to El Paso to determine what sanctuary
services are available or can be provided.

2. The QVW volunteer would work with volunteers from Trsg to help
refugees avoid capture by the Border Patrol as they cross the
U.S.-Mexican borderlands, according to the following Trsg
principles and procedures:

i. Only persons who are fleeingpersecution or life-
threatening conditions of armed violence and who cannot
safely remain in Mexico are helped to cross the borderlands.
(Social and legal services are provided for arriving Central
Americans by the Tucson Ecumenical Council Task Force on
Central America, regardless of their documentation or
refugee status.)

ii. All refugees who need sanctuary services are helped,
regardless of their political alignment or nationality.

iii. The INS District Director is informed by mail whenever
Trsg helps refugees cross the borderlands. (The
nationality, age, and sex of refugees is provided, but not
the name.)

iv. Trsg neither buys help from “coyotes” nor links its
sanctuary services to individuals or organizations that
smuggle or hide undocumented refugees for financial or
political profit.

v. In the event Trsg volunteers are indicted for helping
refugees, they agree to do no plea bargaining and to insist
on a jury trial.

vi. Refugees need to trust counselors, Mexican co—workers
need anonymity, and we are open and ready to stand trial to
establish the lawfulness of our activities, so volunteers
agree to refuse to testify if called before a grand jury.
(Because our sanctuary procedures and activities are
published and available, calling sanctuary volunteers before
a grand jury to betray refugees and co-workers would just be
a political device to imprison them without trial.)
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vii. As changing circumstances require new adaptations, the
evolution of Trsg/TEC sanctuary services is guided by
principles of civil initiative, protecting human rights
within rather than outside the law. (For elaboration, see
The Sanctuary Church, Pendle Hill Pamphlet #266. If federal
officials continue to violate refugees’ right to safe haven,
the INS must now either validate sanctuary by failing to
challenge our open practice or else put the church on trial
until the courts finally rule that, as civil initiative,
sanctuary is lawful. Federal officials will probably decide
on one course or the other after the upcoming election, so
the QVW volunteer could be serving during a crucial period.
But, in any event, the sanctuary church will outlast
presidential administrations and partisan judges.)

3. A person who helps refugees pass safely through the
borderlands, who recruits clergy and congregations for sanctuary
services, and who may have to endure a high-publicity trial will
obviously require higher qualifications than anyone has. Faith
must necessarily fill the gaps, but the kind of person who would
be a good clerk for a Quaker meeting is likely to do better than
most. Some knowledge of Spanish is essential, and the ability to
do counseling in Spanish is highly desirable.

4. The volunteer should be aware that, in addition to the risks
already indicated, there is nothing approximating due process in
Mexico; providing sanctuary services can be physically dangerous.
Some Sanctuary Papers, availahe from Trsg, should be read for
background.

5. A room or apartment and either a food stipend and cooking
facilities or board would be provided by members and attenders of
Pima Meeting.

6. Support Group Members would consist of three members of the
Peace and Social Concerns Committee and active members of Trsg
who are members or attenders of Pima Meeting, to be named in
August or September before the QVW volunteer arrives. Until
then, P&SC will constitute the Support Group. Jim Corbett, 6741
S. Sparrow, Tucson, AZ 85746 (602-883-1424) is the primary
contact person.

7. Budget other than room and board:

personal stipend: $70/month
National Friends Health Insurance: $64.80/month

-i-deposit of $100 deductible
travel and meals: $150/month (vehicle to be supplied by

Trsg/TEC)
phone: $30/month
travel home at end of service: $250

TOTAL: $4,127.60
(Note: Pima Meeting does not have this money. It would be
sought from IMYM and other meetings.)
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COMMITTEE OF CONCERN REPORT TO YEARLY MEETING

June, 1988

The Committee of Concern for ContInuing Relationship between IMYM and the AFSC
was appointed at the 1987 session of IMYM in response to questions raised about
continuing the historic relations between Friends and AFSC. From its first meeting
during the 1987 session it established as its goal finding specific ways to improve the
quality of the connection between Friends and AFSC, building on the strengths of each
and dealing tenderly but honestly with the weaknesses and impediments to that
connection on both sides. The Committee of Concern has operated with a core committee
of eight, which is answerable to IMYM, and a network of correspondance of 36 persons,
31 of whom are Yearly Meeting members. The core committee consists of Marti Barrett,
Martin Cobin, David Henkel, Arline Hobson, Fran McAllister and David Rutschman, with
Elise Boulding and William Gross as ex—officio members as IMYM representatives to the
AFSC Corporation, and Elise Boulding serving as convener.

After an initial correspondence with the AFSC about the establishment of the
Committee, the two Corporation members were invited to Philadelphia to meet with the
Corporation Committee on Relations between the Society of Friends and the AFSC. As a
result a fruitful collaborative relationship was established that led to the joint
planning of a retreat in Albuquerque in January with ten Friends from Yearly Meeting
(only nine were actually able to be present) and ten Friends who were members or
representatives of AFSC staff. The purpose of the retreat was to explore ways to
strengthen the relationship between AFSC and IMYM, both through dialogue and concrete
action. The report of that retreat, which included an account of themes covered in the
general discussions and specific action recommendations to IMYM, has been circulated to
clerks and conveners of Meetings and Worship Groups in the Yearly Meeting and to
members of the Continuing Committee, with the request that local Meetings discuss the
report and its action recommendations.

The other major activity of the Committee of Concern has been correspondence about
AFSC—related concerns and the publication of a Network Newsletter reproducing that
correspondence in order to share ideas about AFSC—Friends relations as widely as
possible.

The Committee of Concern feels that in this first year of operation our primary task
has been to establish trust and confidence between Friends of differing views about the
AFSC, and the AFSC itself,. This we see as the basis for moving on to dialogue about
more critical issues concerning that relationship, and to the development of
organizational mechanisms to deal with those issues that can be dealt with structurally.
The committee itself represents a diversity of critical views about AFSC while sharing a
concern for the well—being of AFSC. The Committee recognizes that the capacity for
critical appraisal is crucial to its work. We invite Yearly Meeting members with strong
views to join the Network.

The recommendations to IMYM that follow are the result of the above activities and
the feedback from Meetings and individuals generated by the Retreat report, as well as
the input from the Committee of Concern interest group held at the current gathering of
Yearly Meeting and two sessions of the Committee held here for the purpose of
preparing this report.
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Recom mend ations:

1. That there continue to be two representatives of Yearly Meeting on the AFSC
Corporation for the coming year.

2. That the Committee of Concern Core Committee be reappointed for one year to
continue its work. One member is moving out of the Yearly Meeting and needs to be
replaced. We propose adding a member with strongly critical views who nevertheless is
willing to work on the conditions for a continuing relationship between IMYM and AFSC.

3. We request that the Yearly Meeting support the practice of every Meeting
appointing a contact person with the AFSC both for local and national contact, to provide
a two—way information flow between Meetings and AFSC.

Note: The Committee will work in the coming year on ways to make that contact
organizationally effective. Such contact persons will be considered a part of the
Committee of Concern Correspondence Network.

4. We call attention, without asking for specific action, to the Committee Retreat
Report suggestion of self—examination by Meetings in regard to the inclusiveness of
their membership and the extent of their outreach to other sectors of the larger
community. Such an examination will help provide the ground for dialogue with the
AFSC, which has made such inclusiveness and outreach an important part of its work.

5. We recommend establishment of a Hinshaw AFSC Visitor program so that AFSC
staff and committee members and released Friends returning from AFSC projects can
visit local Meetings to bring to life for Friends of all ages the work, and the spirit of
the work, they have been doing. There is an existing Hinshaw FWCC fund which we
understand is currently inactive. Perhaps it could be reallocated for this purpose.

6. We do not have any specific recommendations to make at this time on the proposed
experiment in strengthening connections between AFSC and local meetings, but hope to
bring specific suggestions next year. For now we would emphasize that the intention is
to bring Friends ministry and the grounds from which Friends ministry springs into
direct interaction with the AFSC ministry of outreach and service in a two—way process
that will strengthen both. An independant Utah Friends initiative about which we have
just learned may provide a model for the Strengthening Connections activity.

7. Because of the widely expressed concern over lack of AFSC attention to youth
service opportunities that can include Quaker youth, we recommend that IMYM appoint a
Young Friend as liaison to the new Continuing Committee of Consultation on Youth
Opportunities established as a result of a several—year—long AFSC initiative. This
committee will work on behalf of all Friends organizations (FWCC, AFSC, EFA, FGC,
FUN, et al) to create a youth opportunities program under FWCC auspices. Such a
program would include annual youth training conferences, the production of an annotated
directory of “Who’s Who” in youth work and a continually updated calendar of youth
events.

8. We encourage local Meetings to continue to develop their own local service
initiatives, doing these independantly when appropriate but seeking ways to carry them
out in conjunction with relevant local or area AFSC programs when these exist.
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9. The Committee of Concern agenda for the coming year will be developed during the
remaining interest group session to be held this afternoon. We plan in general to work
in two ways:

(1) on the hard questions of how and to what extent AFSC work is grounded In Friends
faith and practice In such areas as:

How the peace testimony is upheld
How AFSC works with other groups of differing perspectives
The percent of Friends on AFSC staff
How Quaker process is used in establishing and carrying out programs.

(2) on specific operational and procedural matters of governance, both for AFSC and for
Friends in relation to AFSC.

We thank IMYM for the support and assistance we have had for our work and hope we
may be allowed to continue this work in the coming year.

Elise Boulding
Convener
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1909 BUDGET ANALYSIS and 1909 BUDGET
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Balance in general funds, January 1, 1987 9574.35
INC0

( Assessments 5316.O0
‘-- Contributions: general 560.00

H. Sein Fund 80.00
FCNL 200.00

Interest 620.22
Yearly Meeting 4783.36

Total Income 11,559.58

DIdPURSENTS
Administration 840.39
Friends Bulletin 1500.00
Brinton Visitor 100.00
FCNL 200.00
Travel 2954.77

AFSC 365.53
FWCC io8o.8
H. Sein Fund 495.00 -

Q. Youth Pilgrimage 300.00
War Tac Conference 140.66
Clerk’s Retreat 200.00
Officer Exchange 373.00

Contributions 1200.00
War T Conference 100.00
Youthquake 100.00
QU 500.00
FdCC Travel Fund 500.00

Yearly Meeting 4535.39
Ghost Ranch dvance Registration 25.00

‘Thtai Diacursementa (ii,4c6.c5)
Transfer to Reserves (FCC Triennial) ( 1,500.00)

Balance in general funds, December 31, 1937 ,227.C8

Reserves: CC Triennial Fund 6233.60
Travel Fund 1250.00 7,463.60

Special Funds 1,687.01
fleeting for Tim Casde los
2ufferins Shaw Arni::os

1/1/37 1902.50 6.oo -0-
172.43 425.00 2230.00

(i4.oo)

_______

-- (i3co.oo)
12/31/87 540.73 516.23 4so.oo

___________

T0TL FUUDS OF IITERi:ouHTAIN YEARLY HETIiJG December 51, 1987 416,978.9

Icationa: Interest account United NI. Bank 4478.49
FCC Meeting House Fund ilote 7500.
Pa:: Fund, U.Y. CC0.C0

16,97.49
Value of Fax Fund Dec 23 was 5O77.65

after reinvesting 769.76
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a). The actual expenses for 1987 have been upped 93.O0 since the financial
report was made. We had one Ghost Ranch refund check to replace and
one administrative bill come in February. PLEASE SUBMIT ALL BILLS BY
MID-JANIJARY FOR THE P.PEVIOS YE[RI. Pre-registration fee to Ghost Ranch

was added as an administrative expense and 96.OO for the Erinton Rep.
travel was subtracted and added in as a separate item.

b). Money for Young Friends and travel to YFNA have been combined. The amount
is lowered, Young Friends have 516 in the Tim Shaw Fund. This money
is available — just ask.

c). uaker Youth Pilgrimage occurs in 2 out of 3 years — not in 1988.

d). There is more than one training session our clerk would like to attend.

e). Worship Sharing needs a budget.

f). Junior Yearly Meeting will be way over the 2o8i new budget amount approved
at Cont. Comm. in February. 2 people will be hired for the large preschool
group. 1989ts budget figure is without a special resource person.

g). AFSC budget includes our committee of concern (for one more year).

Tim Shaw and Meeting for Sufferings funds are unchanged from the January report.

Cas9 de los Amigos: 1/1/88 430.00 Please continue your meetings’
.i- 722.50 contributions for one more year.
—1200.00

( 47.50)
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Finance Committee

8 June 1988

1988 REF’UJRT TO THE YEñRLY MEETING

The budget proposed fr the year beginning January 1989 is displayed
separately.

ASSESSMENT RATE
The Finance Committee recommends that the assessment ($6 per adult

member) be continued.

Any new program adopted by the Yearly Meeting will require raising the
assessment.

We tend to overbudget, that is, our actual expense; turn out to be less
than our projection;. Our unallocated funds are being reduced, as the Yearly
Meeting ha; directed, by expenses being slightly higher than income.

Thr F1nmnc CommIttee is adopting two general guidesi 1) that no more
than 30X of existing unallocated funds be used to balance the budget in a
given year, and 2) that the minimum level of unallocated funds be one—third of
the amount required to cover expenses and obligations expected to be incurred
through the following year. Point 1) protects the Meeting from incurring a
large jump in per capita assessment following a rapid draw down In reserves.
Point 2) provides a base to support cash flow required in preparing and paying
for the costs of the Ghost Ranch gatherin.

REGISTRATION FEES
The Finance Committee recommends that the Continuing Committee be

authorized to adjust the current registration fees, $10 per adult and $5 per
child, to cover increased costs at Ghost Ranch in the children’s programs;
additional child care for the increasing numbers of preschool and elementary
school participants and enlargement of the program for the early teen—agers;
and in expenses of the Registrar and Recording Clerk offices in administering
their responsibilities. An adjustment in any one year would probably be an
increase of $1 or $2 in the adult fee. The objective is to assure that the
expenses of the Ghost Ranch gathering are covered by adequate income.

The one—time Item, supporting, with two other Yearly Meetings, the travel of
the Editor of FRIENDS BULLETIN to attend the FWCC Triennial in Tokyo, not
included in the budget, for $250 will be taken care of from this year’s
contingency fund.

We make our annual plea! Friends who incur expenses on behalf of
Intermountain Yearly Meeting are strongly requested to submit all bill; to the
Treasurer. Those Friends who absorb such expenses can return their payments
to It1YM in their own check to I1IYM thus establishing a gift to ItIYM. Friends
who do not wish tD support this two way flow of funds can request the
Treasurer provide them a statement of unreimbursed expense; incurred on behalf
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o4 IMYM for that portiono1 their expenses they wish t contribute. Thie
latter method involve; extra bookkeeping for IMYM. Either method will help
the Finance Committee obtain a better record of actual costs than we now have.

Any suggestions or questions pertaining to Yearly Meeting finances will be
welcomed by the Finance Committee, Chuck Minor (AzHYM), Charles Sumner
(Co1GM) , Ted Church (NMQM and convenor) Andy Godfrey (UtFF) , Dorothy Aldrich
(most recent Treasurer), David Mil4ord (Young Friends), and Kitty Beinar,
Treasurer. (Notei Charles Sumner is not et Ghost Ranch this ye.r. The clerks
to the Yearly Meeting and to the Continuing Committee are ex—officlo member;
of the Committee and will take questions and suggestions also.)

t s cB jun 88
a: BBf in. i yin
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REPORT OF THRESHING SESSION ON THE FUTURE OF IMYM

On the afternoon of June 10th, over 100 people met to
explore solutions to the problem of IMYM growth.

Briefly, the problem is that the number of people wanting to
attend exceeds acceptable Ghost Ranch capacity.

Suggestions fell into four major categories:

1. Split into two Yearly Meetings. Although this may not
be a step IMYM is ready to take right away, this is an option for
future consideration.

2. In the spirit that IMYM is a Yearly Meeting and not a
Ghost Ranch gathering, the suggestion is to find a new place to
hold IMYM which can handle the larger numbers.

3. Have IMYM remain one Yearly Meeting and meet at Ghost
Ranch, but have either two separate sessions or some form of
overlapping sessions. Concerns about how this would affect the
community of Young Friends and the impact on the conduct of
Meeting business was expressed.

4. Limit enrollment by either using a first come—first
served system or having a percentage of membership from each
meeting being allowed to come.

The sense of the meeting as to how to proceed will be in two
steps:

A. Allow Continuing Committee or a subcommittee of
Continuing Committee to make the decisions for next year and for
IMYM to accept those decisions in a loving spirit, realizing any
change is painful.

B. Form a committee to deal with the long-range plans for
I MYM.

Becky Schroeder, Recorder
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REPORT FROM JUNIOR YEARLY MEETING, 1988

Those of us who worked with the children this year have discovered that a community
of spirit is built through the spiritual path of working, sharing, and caring together. In
the past five days we’ve lived so many experiences that reflected Quaker values of
gentleness and consideration for individuals, of caring for the earth and for each other.

This was the largest JYM ever held at IMYM, with a total of 159 children —— 17
infants or toddlers, 42 preschoolers, 43 1st through 3 graders, and 57 4th through 6th
graders.

We’ve seen a group of 10—12 year olds sit quietly attending to a description of a
special place called a magic spot that you can find in the woods by trusting your own
inner guide. The next day one of them said to her mother after she had come from her
magic spot, “I wrote in my journal and you can’t know about what I wrote. I took some
things to remember my magic spot and left some things from me there. I can’t wait to
come back here next year so I can go back there.’

We watched Friends of all ages sitting on the floor, playing with crawling babies, or
comforting them with tenderness and respectful patience for sadness.

We watched 6 to 8—year olds during theatre games, as they carefully passed an
imaginary mouse from one to another. Later we joined them as they settled into a few
quiet minutes before sharing the favorite part of their day.

We saw busy, engaged activity in the 3 to 5—year old program as children built with
blocks, painted, worked out their disputes, had water play and fed the Ghost Ranch
burros. They eagerly shared in the magic of the earth caretaker leaf.

We were blessed with many volunteer helpers, people who wanted to be there. Young
Friends and Junior Young Friends came to share their time with younger Friends. We
saw example after example of people responding in a loving way with children. We were
moved by the openness between different age groups and the quality of giving and
receiving personal gifts between Friends. We were enriched by a wealth of musicians,
artists, educators, and environmentalists.

There were numerous times when the way simply opened to resolve a difficulty: we
found two pleasant rooms for the 1st to 3 graders when we were told we couldn’t get
into the upper pavilion. We had a wonderful campfire—sing even after being rained out.
Willing volunteers signed up at the last minute to spend every morning with the earth
caretakers’ program. group of 4th through graders was dramatizing a food chain
with the hawk at the top. When the time came to consider the question, “Where does the
energy of the hawk go?”, they discovered a dead hawk in the woods, only to turn it over
and see our “Unity with Nature” scavenger beetles breaking it down.

We heard the thoughtfully prepared presentations from Utah Friends of “Quaker
Visitors” past and present. The material they shared was especially relevant to
children and was presented by older children to the preschool and first through third
groups.
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We had a successful fundraiser and message sharing with our Unity with Nature
t—shirts designed and produced by Steve MacDonald and Marilyn Gendron and the Gila
Meeting.

And finally, we adults were moved by the power of our worship sharing, the impact
we felt we were having on young people, and the impact they were having on us. We
connected with each other and with the work we are doing to nurture the Yearly Meetings
of the future.
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REPORT FROM JUNIOR YOUNG FRIENDS, 1988

The Junior Young Friends of Intermountain Yearly Meeting met
at Ghost Ranch in June, 1988.

The Worship Sharing Groups were a large part of everyone’s
experience. They seemed to bring people to understand another’s
point of view as well as learn from other’s viewpoint.

The Discussion Groups were also an important part of the
experience. They helped people to understand and solve problems.

We enjoyed seeing old friends and welcoming newcomers to the
Junior Young Friends. For some of us, this is the only time we
see each other. Our friendships are important.

We also see people whom we have conflicts with. Some of
those conflicts can be handled nicely, and some cannot.

Our friendships, our conflicts, and our practice of special
Quaker ways filled our days here at Ghost Ranch. We invite all to
share them with us.

Chris Travers for Junior Young Friends
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EPISTLE OF SENIOR YOUNG FRIENDS

June, 1988

Coming to grips with one’s spirituality is a difficult
process for people of all ages. At this year’s IMYM, we Senior
Young Friends tried to take steps to enhance our spiritual
knowledge. Perhaps it was harder than other years due to the
fact that many new friends joined the group. A certain lack of
closeness and continuity seemed obvious in the early stages of
our gathering. The individual relationships were as strong or
stronger than ever and close spiritual and physical bonds were
evident. The following are a few phrases that some of the Senior
Young Friends contributed. Some were written after serious
contemplation and others were not. This gives a sense of the
feelings of the group and how they related to one another.

Focussed laziness and bugs
Half empty, half full ... not truly complete
Slow ripples of golden energy diving into this ocean of

energy -— immersed
Peace and love flowing through everyone
It’s all in the mind, conquer the negative and people can
Everyone together as one
A small still voice pleads freedom, here
The voice said nothing
Then suddenly from the midst of a pasture of flowers came

a small whisper
The silence is so very peaceful
A search for a force among cliffs and bluffs but I fear that

all I touch and all I see is all my life will ever be
I look around and I see many friends
I am surrounded by feelings of love and peace; it’s a

wonderful feeling
The light is shining and the world looks bright
Peace is in the air
And love is everywhere
Totally cool
Is the silence and peace your body experiences
During the wonderful days at Ghost anch
Overwhelming friendship
A really groovy and overall amazingly amazing situation
A voice of silence speaks of passion and a tear falls
As the power of the light brings dawn from the night
To be a part of something so close yet so far away
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Report From SYF Co-coordinators to IMYM 1988

C
More than 50 Young Friends gathered at Ghost Ranch for
INTh 1988. This general number reflects the fact that many
9th graders explored their Option to choose which group
they felt most comfortable with. The division of the
Young Friends into junior and senior groups, as effected
last year, is a POsitive step. Both groups found a strong
identity for themselves.

Senior young friends followed through on the support they
had offered to junior young friends, to the benefit of all.
Six worship sharing groups, composed of both Sr. and Jr.
young friends met each morning from R:45 to 10:00. We
know that being a convenor and learning how to participate
in Worship Sharing is an evolving and maturing process.

Special care was taken this year to Prepr the Young
Friend convenors and we feel the need to Continue this
process of Preparing convenors in the coming years.

Business meetings Were beautifully conducted in the manner
of friends. New Co—clercks for 1989—1990, Elisa Gill and
Jean Kestner, were presented by the nominating committee
for approval. The meeting joyfully approved them. New

representatives to Continuing Committee are: Andy Gottlieb,

Colorado; Jessica Miller, Utah; Wenonah ROllinge

Arizona; and Andrea Wilson, New Mexico. These representa
tives will also work with the sub—committee of Continuing

Committee to plan for the future of IMYN.

Throuqho the entire meeting, materials for the doll
project were available in the long house. Young friends
created many lovely dolls to he sent to Central America.

led a most informative interest group on
AIDS and human Sexuality.

The core of the Young Friends experience is their integrity
energy, love, and spirit. The quality of their worship
is profound. The group process truely is one of love and
reaching concensus

Trusting to “the way will open”, the skies cleared and we
decided to take our traditional pilgrjmag up to Chimney
Rock. The night hike is done without flash—lights.
Fifty young friends walking in the dark up that Steep
trail to those cliffs involved some risk, but is the great
est affirmation of prayer and faith. The fire pulled us
even closer together as we sang and gave back—rubs and
ate Pop-corn through the night.

Respectfully Submitted with the Approval of Senior YF
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Junior Yearly Mt.g Total Total
ARIZONA HALF YEARLY DC PS 1—3 46 JYF SYF Child Adult

Cochise 3
Flagstaff 1 2 1 2 13
Phoenix 1 2 1 7
Tempe 3 5 2 2 12
Pima 1 1 15
Prescott 2 2

Sub—total 1 7 9 4 0 6 27 52

COLORADO GENERAL 1 2
Boulder 3 4 4 9 3 7 54
Laramie 2 3
Western Slope 2 2 1 1 3 9
Ft. Collins 1 1 3 12
Mt. View 2 5 6 8 4 8 43

Sub—total 5 12 12 19 8 24 80 123

NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY
Las Vegas 2
Albuquerque 1 1 1 2 2 9 26
Socorro 1 2 6
Durango 1 2 3 4 6 3 23
ElPaso 2 3
LasCruces 1 2 1 2 1 8
Gila 3 5 10 2 1 21
SantaFe 2 4 2 24
Taos 2
Gallup 2 2 2 2 1 8

Sub—Total 7 12 14 21 13 18 72 123

UTAH FRIENDS FELLOWSHIP
Richfield 1 1 3
Logan 1 4
Salt Lake City 2 6 6 3 4 4 18
Moab 2 3

Sub—total 2 7 6 5 5 5 25 28

Unaffiliated 2 1 2 4 1 4 14 28
AFSC 1 1 7
FWCC 1 2 3 2
FGC 3

TOTAL 222 364

TOTAL REGISTRATION 586

Meal Registration
Extra—Day 6/7 — 6/8 64
Breakfast 6/9 — 262 6/10 — 265 6/11 — 274 6/12 — 267
Lunch 6/9 — 378 6/09 — 391 6/11 — 398 6/12 — 396
Dinner 6/8 — 451 6/09 — 471 6/10 — 482 6/11 — 482
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EPISTLE OF INTERMOUNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

June, 1988

To FrIends everywhere: our loving greetings

As we leave our Yearly Meeting this June, going our many separate directions away from
Ghost Ranch, a sadness runs through our gathering as a strong undercurrent to all our
undertakings: that this may well be the last time all of us ever come together here.
CaretakIng may have been our theme and history our inspiration, but what happened was
something other than these: the dominant truth about our 1988 meeting is that now
there are too many of us for Ghost Ranch. We number 586 this year, 150 more than its
capacity. We are not straining facilities; we are breaking them. Therefore we know that
next year is the time when some great change will come.

Our overwhelming numbers began to make themselves felt on our arrival as unimportant
comolainings, inconveniences, dissatisfactions, misunderstandings. These many small
complaints soon gave way to the many small kindnesses they gave rise to. By the third
day, both complaint and kindness had been subsumed under a wider understanding of
what had happened in our Yearly Meeting: we had grown too large. And at that
recognition, we began to see our new and positive direction. We began to work out how
we were going to handle that growth.

The large numbers brought surprises. Signup slots for child care were more rapidly
filled than in former years. Accustomed as we are to finding strong, creative,
thoughtful workers among our ranks, we were nevertheless astounded by the
completeness, richness and generosity of preparation for handling the children’s and
Young Friends’ programs. As many young people as there were, they remained surely
and securely in the care of the Meeting.

Solitude was harder to find. Paradoxically, friends one hoped to come upon were less
frequently encountered. Yet a curious irony occurred. Even among friends who were at
Ghost Ranch for the first tIme, there was a strong feeling that this place is home.
Though we know we have to leave, this is where we belong. This Is where we have our
being.

There were far more unfamiliar faces than ever before. Yet names were much easier to
learn, thanks to our large, legible, color—coded name tags. There were Friends from
more Worship Groups and Preparatory Meetings than we even knew we had before we got
here. There were a hundred Friends at a threshing meeting. Mealtime lines were much
longer than ever before.

Given the numbers, how is it that meetings went along smoothly and that agreements
were reached fairly rapidly, despite the usual great variety of independent thinkers
among Quakers, each characteristically committed to a strong position? We think this is
an outcome of our preparedness. Last year we saw the burgeoning numbers. We made
ourselves ready to receive them. Our good work here seems to have come out of
thoughtful preparation in our Monthly Meetings before Yearly Meeting took place. And
perhaps the work went smoothly because we tried harder, being acutely aware of how
large numbers can make for a destructive struggling, for evasion of issues, for a failure
of integrity. We did not let these things happen.
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Moreover, Young Friends have made it thoroughly clear that they are entirely ready to
take on the serious responsIbility of Yearly Meetings to come.

Ghost Ranch remains essentially the same. But we have recognized, young and old, that
Intermountain Yearly Meeting has reached the edge of change. The wonderfully exciting
weather marked that change dramatically, with high winds, driving rain and black skies
which made the distant blue mountains and the nearby red and ochre cliffs of rock as
beautiful as in the sunlight but altogether changed. The rain also freshened the
lavender, crimson, yellow, white, blue and orange colors of the flowers scattered on the
grass.

The last night of our Yearly Meeting closed with a silence into which a song came, a song
repeated over and over in our memories as we leave behind us here a time of life, one
another, and Ghost Ranch. As the song rises, it grows steadily in power and
seriousness and meaning. Before the silence comes down again around it, it is
transformed into a binding promise:

“Listen, listen, listen to my heart’s song;
Listen, listen, listen to my heart’s song;
I will never forget you;
I will never forsake you.”
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REPORT FROM IMYM REPRESENTATIVES TO FWCC
ON THEIR ACTIVITIES SINCE IMYM 1987

We are pleased to have as FWCC visitors to IMYM 1988 Alex Morisey, who will soon
become the Executive Secretary of FWCC Section of the Americas, and Cilde Grover, the
Western Region staff member. Bruce Thron—Weber, the Southern High Plains Region
staff member and member of Mountainview Meeting could not be here this year, and
sends his greetings.

Your representatives to FWCC are Elaine Emmi (UT> who serves on the International
Quaker Aid Committee; Arline Hobson (AZ> who is on the Wider Quaker Fellowship
Committee; Betsy Moen (CD) who is on the Right Sharing of World Resources and High
Plains Field Support committees; and Bill Munyon (TX> on the Committee to Assure the
Future of FWCC. In addition LaDonna Wallen and Ted Church have been coopted by
FWCC. Ted has just finished three terms of dedicated service on the Finance Committee
(gasp!>; LaDonna is finishing her second term on the Interim Committee, and is clerk of
the Quaker Youth Pilgrimage Committee. All of us but Bill were able to attend the 1988
annual meeting in Indianapolis; Bill and LaDonna will attend the Triennial in Tokyo this
summer.

FWCC had its golden jubilee in 1987, so much of our time was spent organizing
celebrations and fundraising for that event. IMYM FWCC birthday parties, held in
Denver, Tucson, Salt Lake City, Gila, and Albuquerque, generated lots of fun and over
$4000. The goal of $750,000 was exceeded and we thank all of those in IMYM who
contributed time and money. The South High Plains representatives from the Colorado,
New Mexico, Texas and Arizona area also held a regional conference In Phoenix which
brought together programmed and unprogrammed Friends, and we are now planning a
regional conference for this fall in Austin that will focus on Quaker activities and
opportunities on the U.S.—Mexico border.

At the 1988 annual meeting, the membership of Honduras Yearly Meeting was joyfully
accepted. Friends Committee on Scouting and a Committee on Peace Concerns were
established. Also FWCC decided to join PEACE SAT (an old military satellite conated
for peace activities!) and provide a ground station for each yearly meeting in Central and
South America as well as the section office in Philadelphia. An exciting opportunitY for
greater communication, cooperation, and unity. International Quaker Aid is assisting
Guatemala City Friends working with garbage dump dwellers, and with INELA, Peru, with
an agricultural project.

Joining in similar efforts, in July, Penny and Bruce Thron—Weber will be part of an FWCC
visitation to Friends in Cuba; this winter Betsy Moen visited 20 grassroots development
projects In South India that have received or applied for Right Sharing grants, and we
were very pleased that Maggie Gould of Albuquerque was selected to be a member of the
1987 Quaker Youth Pilgrimage to England and Germany.

Betsy Moen’s term ends March 1989 and Colorado General Meeting has nominated Ann
Thron to replace her. Bill Munyon will be the convenor of the FWCC representatives
through IMYM 1989. The goals of Friends World Committee for Consultation are:
“To facilitate loving understanding of diversities among Friends while we discover
together our common spiritual ground” and
“to facilitate full consideration of our Quaker witness in response to today’s issues of
peace and social justice”.
The IMYM reps are grateful for the opportunity to participate in FWCC’s quest.

PLEASE VISIT OUR INFORMATION TABLE AND THE RIGHT SHARING BOUTIQUE
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REPORT ON INTEREST GROUPS June. l9

Any report on this review of interest groups would not be complete

without an acknowledgment and special thanks to Florence Stamler for

so graciously and capably filling in for me then I was hospitalized

after an auto accident and could not complete the material in time

to be printed on the registration. It was a great worry to me while I

was in ICU; but Florence took over! Thank you to everyone who helped

fill in.

At the time of our continuing committee Meeting in Albuquerque in late

February Friends were very helpful in suggesting Interest groups; subjects

and individuals who might lead them. At that time it seemed we might

have more than enough interest groups and might have to eliminate same

schedule—wise.

Many Meetings had special concerns they wanted included for the IMYM

Interest groups.....for example Boulder Meetings AFSC concern.

The Gila 1’ieeting was particularly concerned about Earth Education.

We also thought it would be meaningful to include the reort of ASC

“return trip” to China after 1+0 years. This has significance because

these Fiends specifically found goodwill remaining from AFSC work after

all these years; but unless other work is done there, the new generation

of China will not know about AFSC.

In the end as listed in the registratiDn there are nine interest groups

on Thursday and seven on Saturday. Two of the Sat interest groups are

continatuion of the Thursday meetings.

For IMYM next year we will appreciate any evaluation and suggestions

you may have for Interest Groups for l99.

- Thank you,

Elisabeth Simon
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The accompanying minute on biological warfare research was

passed by Salt Lake Monthly Meeting on Sixth month, fifth day.

We would like to bring this concern to the attention of IMYM.

It is the intention of Salt Lake Monthly Meeting to distribute

this minute and additional background materials to the Monthly

Meetings. We plan to ask IMYM to consider a minute on this

subject next year.

Minute of the Salt L&ke Monthly Meeting,
Religious Society of Friends

Concerning Biological Warfare Research

June 5, 1988

Basic to the Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) is our
testimony of peace. We object to violence and to
participation in war; it is our belief that security cannot
be found in such pursuits, but can be found only in
practicing love and in seeking justice for all humankind.

In this light, we have long opposed the policies of
militarism of national governments and their pursuit of
ever—increasing armaments. Members of the Society of
Friends have for many years been especially concerned by the
international arms race in nuclear weaponry and other
weapons of mass destruction. Added to this, we now find a
new concern arising from evidence that some nations may be
seeking to expand and develop biological weaponry.

Specifically, we note that the United States Army is
pursuing research in biological warfare, including research
in genetic engineering using recombinant DNA technologies.
We note that as part of this program, the United States Army
plans to build a test facility at Dugway, Utah which would
be suitable for testing biological agents developed through
such research. while the United States government describes
this research as being defensive with the sole intent of
protecting its military forces, we note that the ultimate
purpose of such research is to facilitate military
activities. These defensive efforts can equally serve
offensive purposes. Furthermore, whether intended or not,
such research may lead to the development of extraordinary,
highly dangerous biological agents capable of mass
destruction. The initiation of such research appears likely
to provoke a new international arms race in biological
warfare.

For these reasons, the Salt Lake Monthly Meeting of the
Religious Society of Friends opposes research programs in
biological warfare. We now call upon the United States
government and upon all governments to halt such programs.
We ask other Friends, Friends’ Meetings, arid people of
conscience everywhere to join us in this concern.
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EPISTLE OF SENIOR YOUNG FRIENDS

June, 1988

Coming to grips with one’s spirituality is a difficult
process for people of all ages. At this year’s INYM, we Senior
Young Friends tried to take steps to enhance our spiritual
knowledge. Perhaps it was harder than other years due to the
fact that many new friends joined the group. A certain lack of
closeness and continuity seemed obvious in the early stages of
our gathering. The individual relationships were as strong or
stronger than ever and close spiritual and physical bonds were
evident. The following are a few phrases that some of the Senior
Young Friends contributed. Some were written after serious
contemplation and others were not. This gives a sense of the
feelings of the group and how they related to one another.

Focussed laziness and bugs
Half empty, half full ... not truly complete
Slow ripples of golden energy diving into this ocean of

energy —— immersed
Peace and love flowing through everyone
It’s all in the mind, conquer the negative and people can
Everyone together as one
A small still voice pleads freedom, here
The voice said nothing
Then suddenly from the midst of a pasture of flowers came

a small whisper
The silence is so very peaceful
A search for a force among cliffs and bluffs but I fear that

all I touch and all I see is all my life will ever be
I look around and I see many friends
I am surrounded by feelings of love and peace; it’s a

wonderful feeling
The light is shining and the world looks bright
Peace is in the air
And love is everywhere
Totally cool
Is the silence and peace your body experiences
During the wonderful days at Ghost Ranch
Overwhelming friendship
A really groovy and overall amazingly amazing situation
A voice of silence speaks of passion and a tear falls
As the power of the light brings dawn from the night
To be a part of something so close yet so far away
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EPISTLE OF INTERMOTJNTAIN YEARLY MEETING

June, 1988

To Friends everywhere: our loving greetings

As we leave our Yearly Meeting this June, going our many separate directions away from
Ghost Ranch, a sadness runs through our gathering as a strong undercurrent to all our
undertakings: that this may well be the last time all of us ever come together here.
Caretaking may have been our theme and history our inspiration, but what happened was
something other than these: the dominant truth about our 1988 meeting is that now
there are too many of us for Ghost Ranch. We number 586 this year, 150 more than its
capacity. We are not straining facilities; we are breaking them. Therefore we know that
next year is the time when some great change will come.

Our overwhelming numbers began to make themselves felt on our arrival as unimportant
complainings, inconveniences, dissatisfactions, misunderstandings. These many small
complaints soon gave way to the many small kindnesses they gave rise to. By the third
day, both complaint and kindness had been subsumed under a wider understanding of
what had happened in our Yearly Meeting: we had grown too large. And at that
recognitjon, we began to see our new and positive direction. We began to work out how
we were going to handle that growth.

The large numbers brought surprises. Signup slots for child care were more rapidly
filled than in former years. Accustomed as we are to finding strong, creative,
thoughtful workers among our ranks, we were nevertheless astounded by the
completeness, richness and generosity of preparation for handling the children’s and
Young Friends’ programs. As many young people as there were, they remained surely
and securely in the care of the Meeting.

Solitude was harder to find. Paradoxically, friends one hoped to come upon were less
frequently encountered. Yet a curious irony occurred. Even among friends who were at
Ghost Ranch for the first time, there was a strong feeling that this place is home.
Though we know we have to leave, this is where we belong. This is where we have our
being.

There were far more unfamiliar faces than ever before. Yet names were much easier to
learn, thanks to our large, legible, color—coded name tags. There were Friends from
more Worship Groups and Preparatory Meetings than we even knew we had before we got
here. There were a hundred Friends at a threshing meeting. Mealtime lines were much
longer than ever before.

Given the numbers, how is it that meetings went along smoothly and that agreements
were reached fairly rapidly, despite the usual great variety of independent thinkers
among Quakers, each characteristically committed to a strong position? We think this is
an outcome of our preparedness. Last year we saw the burgeoning numbers. We made
ourselves ready to receive them. Our good work here seems to have come out of
thoughtful preparation in our Monthly Meetings before Yearly Meeting took place. And
perhaps the work went smoothly because we tried harder, being acutely aware of how
large numbers can make for a destructive struggling, for evasion of issues, for a failure
of integrity. We did not let these things happen.
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Moreover, Young Friends have made it thoroughly clear that they are entirely ready to
take on the serious responsibility of Yearly Meetings to come.

Ghost Ranch remains essentially the same. But we have recognized, young and old, that
Intermountain Yearly Meeting has reached the edge of change. The wonderfully exciting
weather marked that change dramatically, with high winds, driving rain and black skies
which made the distant blue mountains and the nearby red and ochre cliffs of rock as
beautiful as in the sunlight but altogether changed. The rain also freshened the
lavender, crimson, yellow, white, blue and orange colors of the flowers scattered on the
grass.

The last night of our Yearly Meeting closed with a silence into which a song came, a song
repeated over and over in our memories as we leave behind us here a time of life, one
another, and Ghost Ranch. As the song rises, it grows steadily in power and
seriousness and meaning. Before the silence comes down again around it, it is
transformed into a binding promise:

“Listen, listen, listen to my heart’s song;
Listen, listen, listen to my heart’s song;
I will never forget you;
I will never forsake you.”


